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2023 Annual Report

chief marc sanderson

As we take this opportunity to review the past year, it pleases me
to reflect upon the number of notable accomplishments and
organizational changes successfully executed by Orem Fire
Department. I am grateful for the time and effort dedicated to
our year-end report. This report captures a timeline and history
of all the great things this organization strives to accomplish in
support of the local municipalities we serve; Orem, Lindon, and
Vineyard. Because of the professionalism of the men and women

in our fire service, and through the continued support from our elected officials and city
administration, we have provided exceptional service to our communities with the most
progressive and innovative processes in the fire service. There is no doubt in my mind
that we are leading the state in our service delivery. Through the commitment and
engagement of our members who perpetually strive to improve, we have made what is
perfect even better. I feel a great sense of pride and confidence in our organization and
the positive difference we have made in the lives of those we serve. We truly save lives
and significantly reduce property loss. 

As we celebrate the accomplishments of another successful year, I look forward to 2024
with a sense of optimism and anticipation for the great opportunities ahead of us. We
have the very best people in the business! Thank you for allowing me to lead this
organization, it is an honor and humbling opportunity. 



the orem fire department is an all hazards iso 4 department providing fire and ems to the communities of
orem, lindon, and vineyard. our service area spans 33.51 square miles and we serve a population of 122,000
citizens. the department was established in 1947 and is located in utah county nestled between mount
timpanogos and utah lake. 

the fire department consists of the following divisions: administrative, operations, fire prevention, and
emergency management. there are currently 91 full time employees; 13 administrative personnel, and 75 fire &
ems personnel. there are 4 fire stations from which ofd operates - 3 in orem and 1 in lindon. 

daily operational staffing includes 25 members per platoon, working shifts in sets of 48 hours on duty and 96
hours off duty. each set rotates on an a, b, and c platoon. each platoon consists of one battalion chief, four
captains, three critical care paramedics, four engineers, and a minimum of 4 firefighter/emt/paramedic
personnel. our primary staffing goal for a fire station is to have a six-personnel minimum at each station,
with emergency response consisting of four arriving on a fire engine and two arriving on an ambulance. 

dispatching services are provided by metro dispatch, a conglomeration of provo and former orem
dispatchers. metro dispatch operates out of provo city center and is involved in monthly meetings with
executive staff from both fire departments to maintain continuity in the services they provide and develop
standard dispatching protocol for seamless communication and interaction between both agencies.

the city of orem is the second largest city in the county. orem is considered the center of utah county’s
shopping and commerce, and is the home to utah valley university, the largest university in the state of
utah. lindon city is a small town with a mix of commercial and single family homes, and has been ranked in
the top 100 small towns to live in several times. vineyard city is one of the fastest growing cities in the
county and is located along the shores of utah lake. 
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Chief 
Marc Sanderson

Assistant Chief 
Shaun Hirst

Assistant Chief 
Lon Myers

Division Chief 
Derek Spencer

Division Chief 
Ben Williams

Division Chief 
Seth Swenson

Deputy Fire
Marshal 

Brandon Valley

Senior 
Fire Inspector
Brandon Byers

Fire Inspector
Scott Beardall

Fire Service
Specialist

Rachel Thomas

Fire Service
Specialist

Lizzie Curtis

Executive Assistant
to the Chief
Hilary Kline

Emergency
Manager

Heath Stevenson

f 

The administrative staff consists of The Fire Chief, two Assistant Chiefs, three Division Chiefs, one Emergency
Manager, one Deputy Fire Marshal, two Fire Inspectors, one Executive Assistant to the Fire Chief, and two Fire
Service Specialists.  

the fire chief oversees the operations and finances of the entire fire department, maintains relationships
with orem, lindon, and vineyard city management, and participates in city executive staff responsibilities. 
The Assistant Chiefs both have separate responsibilities. One oversees the Department’s Emergency
Operations, while the other oversees the administrative side of the organization including the Fire
Prevention division and Emergency Management.  
the responsibilities of the division chiefs are divided into two categories: Operations and Administration.
one division chief is assigned to emergency medical operations, and the other to fire operations. 
The third Division Chief is assigned to Administration and fulfills the role of the City’s Fire Marshal. The
Deputy Fire Marshal and two Fire Inspectors report directly to this Division Chief. 
The Executive Assistant to the Fire Chief provides direct administrative support to the Fire Chief and his
staff and manages a team of two Fire Service Specialists. One specialist assists with the support of the
administrative staff and customer service, while the other specialist assists with department operational
logistics. 
While the Three Battalion Chiefs have operational roles, they also provide support to the administration in
various assigned duties. They also participate in administrative meetings to help provide feedback and
guidance as operational decisions are made by the administration. 

Battalion Chief
A Platoon 
Mike Dunn

Battalion Chief 
B Platoon
Jon Tills

Battalion Chief 
C Platoon

Steve Pearson
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a platoon
Battalion Chief Mike Dunn

St. 1
Captain Trevor McGinty

Engineer Travis Smith
Paramedic Devin Harmon

Paramedic Carsten Petersen
EMT Clayton Culhane

St. 2
Captain Grady Wroblewski

Engineer Trent Batty
Paramedic McKennon Jarvis

Paramedic CJ Ward
A-EMT Chad Brooks
A-EMT Trevor Clark

St. 3
Captain Randy Bell
Engineer Ryan Orr
CCP Greg Hicken

CCP Justace Woodward
CCP Brayden Partridge

Tiller Operator Jared Haas
Tiller Operator Cameron Johnson

Paramedic Sadie Thatcher

St. 4
Captain Dave Hood

Engineer Alaina Burg
Paramedic Josh Ludwig
Paramedic Scott Ash

EMT Jase Andersen

b platoon
Battalion Chief JonTills

St. 1
Captain Ryan Kimball
Engineer Steve Trejo

Paramedic Trevor Dorton
A-EMT Zane Lewis

A-EMT Connor DeCocq

St. 2
Captain Chase Tandy

Engineer Chandler Godfrey
Paramedic Matt Briggs
Paramedic Scott Slater

EMT John McGraw
EMT Jason Garn

St. 3
Captain Josh Lee

Engineer Bryant Boehner
CCP Dane Erickson
CCP Brayden Deru

CCP Austin McBride
Tiller Operator Tyler Nelson
Tiller Operator Ethan Starr
Paramedic Nathan Palmieri

St. 4
Captain Dave Chase

Engineer Mike Deagle
Paramedic Ryan Garside
Paramedic Wes Walker

EMT Josh Anderson

c platoon
Battalion Chief Steven Pearson

St. 1
Captain Jason Garcia
Engineer Matt Empey

Paramedic Dylan Burgal
EMT Dee Delforge

EMT Taylor Taggart

St. 2
Captain Blake Jolley

Engineer Andrew Butler
Paramedic Schylar Jones

Paramedic Josh Brown
EMT Matt Kauer

EMT Jacob Whipple

St. 3
Captain Cameron Monahan

Engineer Jayme Rigler
CCP Mike Hickman

CCP Andrew Belnap
CCP Tim Hope

Tiller Operator Jesse Steiner
Tiller Operator Wayne Hamill

Paramedic Jared Rosquist

St. 4
Captain Camden Cook

Engineer Gordon Livingston
Paramedic Grant Malquist
Paramedic Blake Odekirk

A-EMT Josh Wagstaff



fire station bays house the department
apparatus and include the equipment needed
to perform maintenance on each rig,
including washing both the exterior and
interior. each station has a set of bay doors
in the front and back of the bay to provide
for quicker, easier, and safer entering and
exiting. fun fact: what most people would
refer to as a driveway in front of the garage
is known as the “apron“ at a fire station.
when crews are not responding to calls, they
will utilize their time to restock the
ambulances with medical supplies, repair
equipment, and perform maintenance on their
tools and apparatus. they also take time for
physical training and often participate in
city sponsored events.

the city of orem has three fully staffed fire stations and provides service to a
fourth fire station provided by lindon. each station has a strategic staffing
plan that caters to the varying needs of each station's response area. response
areas are carefully studied to determine the quickest response times. orem and
vineyard city management are currently in the planning process for the build
of a vineyard fire station, which will house an ambulance, fire engine, and six
personnel. this station is estimated to be fully staffed by the end of 2024.  

 fire stations
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Station 31

Station 32

Station 33

Station 34 over the past year, and with the support of city administration, the mayor, and
city council, several improvements have been made to our stations. the remodels
include new bathrooms and showers at station #3, the installation of new
piping to resolve water quality issues at station #1, and there are currently
plans for an expansion and upgrade to the kitchen and living area at station #3
which staffs the largest crew on the department at 8 per shift.

fire personnel live in the station during their 48 hour shift. Each station
houses at least six personnel, and has a kitchen, shared living space, a private
bedroom, and a shared bathroom. employees will often take turns cooking for
their crew while on shift. there is a laundry available in each station
including extraction washers that help reduce the amount of particulants and
carcinogens that may be on fire turnouts, and cleans them to a higher standard
over a regular household washing machine. each station received upgraded
radio dispatching equipment from Phoenix G2 by US Digital that allows
personnel to hear calls as they are dispatched throughout the station,
including the bay and grounds. this year, this equipment upgrade was necessary
to meet the advancements in technology, ultimately providing reliable and
prompt dispatching to personnel

captain josh lee 

 ff a-emt josh whipple & torch ccp justace woodward

ccp brayden partridge paramedic devin harmon
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The City of Orem Fire Department fleet includes:
one tiller
one ladder truck
five engines
eight ambulances 
one paramedic squad response vehicle.

there is currently a sixth fire engine under contract
with an expected delivery of Spring 2025. several
additional vehicles make up an operational fleet driven
by our fire prevention and fire chief staff, and are
acquired by an owner-purchased program procured
through the orem city fleet manager. 
all department apparatus are maintained on an annual
and semi-annual basis. repairs and maintenance are
performed at the city of orem shops, where specific
equipment and tools are provided to aid our mechanics in
keeping apparatus running at an optimal standard. 

2023
ems vehicles combined

miles driven:
fuel used:
fuel cost:
time in shop:

 

engine 31

engineer trejo shows us a compartment
of tools stored on engine 31

tiller  33 at the shops for some minor repairs

department fleet

this year orem fire department took delivery of engine 31 which was
called into service on November 21, 2023. the process of ordering a new
apparatus can take up to several years, from the initial stages of
purchase approval, going through the specification and selection of
features from valves to seats, even storage compartments and
customized options. once it goes into production it can take up to six
months before the department can take delivery. this particular
engine has several features that the ado committee determined would
better support the engine operations as outlined in our operations
manual.

fleet facts

93, 061 miles
11,570 gallons

$46,835
251 hours

2023
fire apparatus combined

miles driven:
fuel used:
fuel cost:
time in shop:

 

50,395 miles
15,564 gallons

$64,327
323 hours

crew maintenance
extensive vehicle checks are performed by crews
daily and weekly. as crews rotate back onto shift
there are specific “hand off” type checks performed. 
vehicles are inspected to ensure all equipment and
supplies are onboard and in sound operating
condition. vehicle fluid levels, tire pressure and
condition, brakes, suspension, lights & sirens,  wipers,
overall body condition are also checked. 
fire equipment is checked for sound operating
condition, as well as fuel and battery levels on
eqipment. tools are sharpened and checked for
possible damage. medical supplies are inventoried and
checked for expiration dates. oxygen tank levels are
checked. 

narcotics are inventoried and signed
off to each oncoming crew to conform
with controlled substance Laws.  
vehicles are fueled and washed both on
the interior and exterior as needed.
these daily and weekly maintenance and
equipment checks take time but overall
provide a level of operational safety
for both the fire & ems personnel and
the citizens they are responding to
serve. 

tires cost est $400 - $800 per tire and are changed 1.5 years on average
six mechanics are availalbe to divide up the work on ambulances, and
two mechanics trained and certified to work on fire engines. 
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this past year our department has developed an improved quality
assurance (qa) program. The qa process is a systematic approach to
determine whether our service delivery meets specific requirements.
our goal is to improve patient outcomes, increase patient
satisfaction, and reduce medical errors. the ems qa committee
includes critical care paramedics, paramedics, our medical control
doctor, and members of the fire administration. the committee meets
every other month to review reports where certain treatments were
used; for example, any medical reports where critical care variances
or certain airway or cardiac treatments are used. The crews can
also submit interesting or difficult cases to the committee for
review and feedback. feedback is based on committee determinations
that identify areas that went well and areas where improvement may
be needed. The reports are reviewed with the crews involved and
shared with the department as a whole. the time and commitment
involved from qa committee members is much appreciated and has
already proven to be a great benefit to our crews and the citizens of
orem, lindon and vineyard.

This past year, the critical care paramedic program continued to grow
with the addition of approved advanced critical care patient
management skills. In 2023, the Critical Care Paramedic Program
increased its ability to better manage difficult airways with the
approval of our Rapid Sequence Intubation (RSI) variance. Orem Fire
Department is the 3rd department approved to perform this advanced
skill in the state. RSI is the preferred method for securing and
maintaining an airway in a critically ill or injured patient. RSI is the
process of administering anesthetic induction medications in
conjunction with neuromuscular blocking medications that paralyze
the airway allowing for the critical care paramedic to insert an
endotracheal intubation tube and take over the airway management of
the patient. Approval for the RSI variance by our medical control
doctor and the Utah State Bureau of EMS required the development of
the department’s Rapid Sequence Intubation Operation Procedural
Outline. This outline detailed the specific requirements that critical
care paramedics must meet to be able to perform this skill in the field.
One major requirement is that the CCP must obtain the Flight
Paramedic Certification (FP-C) or Critical Care Transport
Certification (CCP-C). These certifications require the CCP to take a n
online course and pass a nationally accredited test administered by
the International Board of Specialty Certification. Additionally, the
CCPs must attend a 16-hour difficult airway training class. The CCPs
also participate in OR rotations in the Timpanogos Hospital Operating
Room where they perform live intubations. the CCPs are also required
to perform several simulated intubations on a mannequin overseen by
our EMS committee. The RSI variance has now been implemented in the
field to improve patient outcomes. This additional RSI skill set will
greatly benefit the citizens of orem, lindon, and vineyard by providing
an advanced ability to manage critical patients and ultimately provide
a higher level of care.  

Orem Fire department continues to sponsor and support
department employees wanting to increase their EMS
knowledge and skill level by becoming paramedics.  Our
department has a process where interested employees
that have met prerequisites can be selected to be
sponsored by our department in paramedic school.  
After reviewing applications, the Orem Fire Department
will sponsor students through their schooling process .
Sponsored employees tuition and fees are covered and
every effort is made to help them succeed during their
schooling.  This past year we have sponsored 3
department employees.  Carsten Petersen and CJ ward
have successfully graduated and Deedra Delforge is
currently enrolled and will be graduating spring of
2024.  We also have 2 additional employees, Zane Lewis
and Jake Whipple, starting their paramedic schooling at
UVU in January 2024 and will graduate at the end of
next year. These additional paramedics greatly benefit
our department as they provide a higher level of
advanced life support and care to the citizens of Orem.RSI Variance

Quality Assurance paramedic school

approved variances
Cefazolin - antibiotic for open fractures or grossly
contaminated deep tissue lacerations or avulsions
Metoprolol - beta blocker for use in certain cardiac
patients based on symptoms.
3% Saline - treatment of elevated Increased
Intracranial Pressure (ICP)
Finger Thoracostomy - chest trauma with suspected
complications involving airway and circulation
Propofol - Short acting or ongoing patient sedation
when needed
Mechanical Ventilator protocols - Provide mechanical
ventilation to patients meeting certain criteria
RSI procedure - Sedate and paralyze airway for
critically ill patients requiring advanced airway
management
Etomidate - Medication used in our RSI procedure
Rocuronium - Medication used in our RSI procedure
Succinylcholine - Medication used in our RSI procedure



 handtevy update
The new Handtevy allows us to customize
our platform and reference both our
Utah County Operating Guidelines as
well as our OFD specific variances.  All
the information is available at the
fingertips of the EMS providers in real
time as they treat the patient.  They are
able to confirm medication dosing and
equipment sizing for both pediatric and
adult patients.  Additionally, our EMS
providers can enter their treatments in
the app during the call in real time
regarding what medications and
procedures have been completed for the
patient and that information will be
uploaded to the patient care report.  This
helps with the accuracy of patient care
documentation and reduces the time the
EMS provider takes to complete the
patient care report. This new tool can be
referenced at any time both during the
call and in the training setting.  

 emergency medical services
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purchased programs

the critical care paramedic squad was created in 2021
and continues to prove a valuable resource for the
department. this rapid response model exceeds all
ground paramedic operations with their level of
expertise and emergency medical abilities. their
higher degree of skill and knowledge our ccps provide
on calls aids our ems personnel in mentorship on calls
and identifying opportunities for advanced procedures
and care.  
Our department consists of fifteen paramedics who
hold Flight Paramedic Certifications (FP-C). This
certification provides a skillset that is not taught
within the regular paramedic curriculum and enables
our Critical Care Paramedics to offer an expanded
scope of service through the State of Utah, providing
procedures and medications that are only offered by
three other departments in the state. This has
enabled our department to offer services matching a
level of care that has historically been established
for Flight Paramedic Services, i.e. Lifeflight, AirLife,
and AirMed. There are currently nine promoted
positions (three on each platoon) that fulfill this
role. 

lifenet
Another program the department
invested in is a program that allows
our Lifepak 15’s to upload the
information from the call directly to
the Imagetrend patient care reports.
This information includes all vitals
and EKG’s done during the call. This
allows our EMS providers to focus
more on the patient and less on
writing down the vitals. Additionally
this ensures that all information is
documented in real time. The program
will note any significant changes in
vitals as well as document vitals in
preset time intervals. All EKG’s are
uploaded to report to show all heart
activity during the call. This tool
also helps with the accuracy of
patient care documentation and
reduces the time the EMS provider
takes to complete the patient care
report.

codestat
The third program purchased by our
department is called CodeStat. This
program is specifically designed to help
our EMS providers see their CPR
performance metrics after a full arrest
call where CPR was provided. The intent
of this program is to make us better as EMS
providers by allowing our employees to
review calls post incident objectively
through numbers and raw data. 
This program highlights at glance how
CPR was performed including any
defibrillation and ventilation performed.
It notes the number of compressions, any
breaks in CPR longer than 10 seconds, and
CPR rate throughout the call. The goal
with this program is to drive better
patient care and highlight what went
well and where any improvements could be
made. So much of patient survival in
cardiac arrest depends on efficacy of CPR
and therefore we want to ensure we are
doing everything possible to ensure we are
following best practices regarding
advance cardiac life support and CPR. 

ccp squad

Above: this rqi training system
provides crews the ability to stay
updated on their bls, als, and pals
certification then directly upload
training to a reporting system that
stores employee training records.

above: ccp greg hicken and ccp justace woodward
prepare for a busy day of calls. r paragraph text
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daily training is imperative for maintaining the knowledge and skills
required for individuals to perform the job of a firefighter. orem fire
department subject matter experts created operations manuals that are
held at the forefront of department training efforts. these manuals have
aided in the progression and advancement of our employees. Not only do
these manuals adhere to the local standards, but also push the envelope
to maintain national standards of firefighting and life rescue. orem fire
department continues to implement and adhere to operational standards
beyond other departments in the state.  
two hours of training is scheduled for each crew on every rotation. the
crew is taken out of service to ensure training can be held without
interruption. this ensures each captain has an opportunity to plan and
deliver training designed for the needs of the crew.  
the photos below showcase one of the rare opportunities the fire
department gets on occasion to utilize a home scheduled for demolition
for fire training purposes. the crews will conduct multi-company training
to simulate a fire incident where crews work together on the same call.
these trainings are a valuable opportunity to strengthen communication,
enhance effective operations including incident command.  

department training

agencies within utah county will often combine
staffing and resources to offer inter-agency
training opportunities. orem fire department took
part in a swift water rescue training offered by lehi
fire department last spring. this training was held
in anticipation of the potential for swift water
rescue calls.  utah experienced a record snowpack
in the winter of 2022-2023, as a result, there was a
rapid and high runoff in rivers and streams. this
type of specialized training provides our first
responders with the skills, knowledge, and
experience needed to operate a rescue effort in
these unique conditions. 

inter-agency training

professional development
orem fire department strives to keep up at the forefront of national
operational standards. for this reason, and with support from city and
department administration, our agency has sent over 35 individuals to
trainings offered by various local and national agencies, including fire
nuggets, brothers in battle, west coast offense, search culture, national
fire academy, and georgia smoke divers. these prestigious training
opportunities have provided the opportunity for our employees to excel in
their knowledge, skills, and ability of this profession.  trainings were
attended in utah, arizona, georgia, colorado, washington state, and
maryland. the city of orem spent just over $23,000 in support of these
opportunities. ultimately, this investment continues to propel our agency
toward the significant progression of department fire operations.  in 2023,
92% of the requests for extracurricular training were approved, and our
overall progress in operations is manifest to the citizens because of our
desire and dedication to be the best.

top l&r: high angle rope rescue
training is performed at the top
of a building.

right: vehicle extrication
training
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career fire agencies will often run their new hires through a department camp post-hire, even if the employee has been through
fire training and obtained fire certifications. this training is intended to bring each employee to a knowledge and skill level that
meets the operational standards of the department. this year, orem fire department held a four week long, yet intensive training
camp for 13 personnel. the main focus for this camp is based on the department’s four fireground operation priorities: 

forcible entry (engine and truck ops) 
fire attack (engine ops)
ventilation (truck ops)
search (truck ops). 

these camp members were challenged beyond their normal day to day training, and each of them showed an ability to perform at a
higher standard and have displayed a noted improvement in their knowledge of and operational abilities for firefighting since
attending camp. thanks to the camp cadre for the time and dedication to supporting 2023 camp:
lead cadre: seth swenson, cameron monahan, bryant boehner, josh lee, mike hickman
support cadre: blake jolley, jayme rigler, ethan starr, jared rosquist, clayton culhane, cj ward, travis smith, chase tandy, greg
chicken, jared haas, jesse steiner. 

top left:  a training prop used to simulate a structure fire and
produce limited visibility conditions due to smoke 
top right: thermal imaging cameras used to locate possible victims.

search ventilation

forcible entry

fire attack

above: firefighters practice roof ventilation using structures built to simulate a
roof structure
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the advanced training and certifications held by members of
the department include but are not limited to the following
specialties:  

haz-materials technician
fire instructor
fire investigator
fire inspector
fire officer
ado - pumper
ado - aerial
Wildland firefighter
Tiller Operator Driver

in order for firefighters to maintain their levels of
certification, individuals must complete 36 hours of annual
training. the orem fire department training standards exceed
this requirement to ensure that employees are performing
their duties at an optimum level of knowledge and skill.

2023 Annual Report

 training & certification

high angle rope rescue training  extrication training

over time, firefighting has evolved into a field of work that
has become much more technical in nature. the progression of
science has perpetuated the knowledge of how to fight fire
with advanced technologies, such as the study of fire behavior.  
obtaining continuous training will reduce the inherent risks a
firefighter faces in this line of work. since orem fire
department offers both fire and medical response, our
employees have obtained dozens of certifications that have
require hours of classroom instruction and hands on training. 

orem fire investigators conduct an investigation at the scene of a house fire in north orem,
december 2023:  photo courtesy of brad simmons

personnel operating tiller 33 at the scene of an incident

trench rescue 
high angle rope rescue
swift water rescue 
surface water rescue
confined space rescue
emt advanced
paramedic
critical care paramedic
flight paramedic

above: personnel extracting victims of entrapment  after a
motor vehicle collision

above: crews operating the scene of a fire at us bank
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the profession of firefighting is physically demanding and requires individual strength, agility,
and endurance. physical fitness is imperative for firefighters to perform at the optimal level,
reduces the risk of injury, and provides an outlet for the mental stress of the job. 
to achieve this level of fitness,  daily training is strongly encouraged. on duty crews are provided
time each day on shift for cardio and strength training.  orem residents may often see crews
training during the early mornings at the orem family fitness center. 

each year, orem fire department conducts a c-pat style physical fitness testing that includes
several unique physical testing components that simulate the functions of the job. this testing
includes a ladder climb, hose drag, equipment carry, ladder raise and extension, a weighted dummy
drag, forcible entry, and ceiling breach and pull. this annual testing assures each employee is
maintaining a level of fitness to be successful throughout the duration of their career. 

annual testing

physical training
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203

7,426
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fire mitigation
our fire prevention bureau worked on several risk mitigation projects throughout the communities of orem, lindon, and vineyard in
2023. clearing overgrowth and reducing ground debris on our community lakeshores and raw land areas reduces the risk of urban-
interface fire. check out the photos below to see orem fire department’s hard work & effort to keep our communities safe. 

 fire prevention
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the following new programs have been developed within fire prevention to broaden our reach into the community:
the youth firesetting program is intended to provide fire safety education to troubled youth who have behavioral tendencies
toward fire setting. this program will also include information for intervention when necessary.

the second program, called youth fire smart aims to equip students with essential knowledge and skills that could potentially
save lives in the event of a fire emergency. the program curriculum has been thoughtfully designed to engage and educate students
from various grade levels, including interactive discussions, hands-on activities, and demonstrations. Topics covered will include:

"Stop, Drop, and Roll" technique
Staying low in smoke
Understanding the importance of smoke alarms and escape plans
Role of firefighters and emergency procedures
Interactive activities to reinforce fire safety practices

fire extinguisher training 
our fire prevention division also recognizes the need to bring fire prevention education to the businesses of orem, lindon, and
vineyard.  obtaining fire extinguisher training for employees is more than simply fulfilling OSHA mandates — it can help save lives
and minimize property damage in the event of a workplace fire. It can make all the difference between a minor inconvenience and an
absolute disaster. that is why our fire prevention division will also be offering this training to the businesses of orem, lindon, and
vineyard in 2024.

community education

fire prevention bureau
orem fire department reaffirmed the commitment to fire prevention over the past year by restructuring the bureau. the positions
of division chief over fire prevention and deputy fire marshall were developed to help improve and lead our fire prevention bureau.
Several department members obtained certifications as fire inspectors and fire investigators over this past year to help grow the
knowledge and capabilities of the department. An annual inspection process was initiated within the three cities we serve to help
improve the safety of the businesses within our cities. in 2023, over 2,500 inspections were completed by our fire inspectors and the
fire crews. these inspections included annuals, permits, and new businesses.



wildland
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The Wildland Team consists of 11 specially trained firefighters in both incident management
and wildfire responses. These members deploy nationally to assist states, agencies, and/or
communities when their resources have been exhausted. These firefighters have battled fires
from Alaska to Arizona. These deployments provide unique experiences that these members then
bring back to further develop our department's firefighting capabilities. This program is self
funded and has brought over half of a million dollars back into our communities in the form of
pay for the firefighters and revenue to help fund future wildland firefighting equipment.  

fairbanks Alaska
the same crew from the ely deployment was called to
fairbanks alaska to serve as line medics. under the direction
of captain dan father, provo fire department. each member of
this crew was assigned to different divisions of the complex
fire. boehner and hickman returned to icp each night, and
mcbride was assigned to a spike camp and spent the duration
of the incident remotely. mcbride was primarily attached to
a hotshot crew and had some great primitive experiences.
boehner and hickman spent some time on the dozer line as
medical for a large heavy equipment operation, and as a
medic on boat assigned to recon with some mapping and
logistics crews. 
the crew spent 14 days on assignment in Alaska.

Ely Nevada
mike hickman, austin mcbride, and bryant boehner were
deployed on july 31 to serve as a prepositioned resource due
to extreme fire weather conditions moving into the area
with limited local resources. they were assigned to give
smoke reports for a massive area of blm jurisdiction until
August 3. during that time, the crew assisted a few new
seasonal wildland firefighters on some basic operations. 

deployments

redding california
on august 16, 2023 blake jolley, andrew butler and
mckennon jarvis were deployed to northern
california and reported to the shasta-trinity
national forest service station in hayfork. they were
assigned alongside the local forest service and
contract engines to cover the area for initial attack
operations. there were several small fires in the area
where they assisted in suppression and initial attack
for about four days. they also provided medical
resources for local units in several larger complex
fires within the area. 
during the same deployment, the crew was sent to the
pilot Fire where they spent the remainder of their
deployment as line medics and working suppression.
this crew experienced new situations and participated
in varying assignments which expanded their
experience and knowledge of wildland firefighting.



Community Preparedness Efforts
in 2023 heath rolled out several major
accomplishments, including the comprehensive
emergency management plan (cemp) updated to include
the new mayor and city manager. the cemp is a useful
tool for city employees to utilize in training, in the
event of a disaster, and also fulfills grant
requirements.   
heath was also involved with several successful
neighborhood preparedness course offerings through
the city of orem. courses covered emergency
preparedness, winter weather, and family and city
communications. these courses were well attended by
residents, employees, and city council members. 
four ham radio courses were offered throughout the
year, providing residents the training needed to
certify as a HAM radio operator and help facilitate
our city drill and communication efforts during any
emergency response scenario. 

emergency management
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Emergency Preparedness Drills
our city emergency manager participated in a 3 day
exercise hosted by utah county in august - the drill,
called  “operation far from home 2.0” was held up
spanish fork canyon with participating agencies
including utah county emergency management,
provo emergency management, utah county search
and rescue, and the utah county health
department. this large-scale coordinated effort
provided a networking and training opportunity for
each of these neighboring agencies to work
together in the event they are called upon to
provide mutual aid. 
the second exercise held in september was the orem
city drill which included 45,000 participants. the
city was divided into 22 areas and each area
accounted for residents within their area through
a series of emergency communications. this drill
provided the city staff and residents increased
situational awareness and provided communication
for public safety personnel. thanks to the many
participants, this drill was a great success. 

the city of orem emergency manager, heath stevenson was made part of the orem fire
department a few years ago as part of a strategic plan for fire and emergency
management sections to coordinate emergency efforts. in addition to the fire chief,
heath works also closely with our city administration and risk manager to plan and
coordinate the city’s response efforts in the event of a disaster. heath is currently in
the process of becoming a certified firefighter. 



peer support & canine program 
the rigors and and demands of a public servant
can often cause emotional stress which often
takes a physical and mental toll that goes
unspoken. these men and women are serving and
striving to provide their best for people who are
experiencing life at its’ worst. captain trevor
mcginty spearheaded and currently leads a peer
support team made up of 11 orem fire department
employees, about 3-4 per platoon. these men and
women have been trained not only to recognize
the signs of trauma and stress in their coworkers,
but how to offer support if needed.  in 2021, captain
mcginty introduced the first department peer
support canine, rocky. since then, there have been
two additions: duke, handled by ccp mike hickman,
and torch (in training) handled by ff/a-emt matt
kauer.  these dogs go through a year long facility
service animal training in anxiety/psychiatric
indicator recognition and obedience to certain
commands are taught. for example, the command
“visit” will signal the canine to walk up to an
individual to receive a friendly pet, canines have
to pass a series of three test modules to become
certified.  at times the canines have been utilized
to aid both personnel and victims of traumatic
incidents. 

peer support & eap
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rocky with handler captain mcginty

duke with handler ccp hickman

torch with handler ff/emt kauer

stepstone connect
in the past decade, it has become
more evident to mental health
professionals just how critical it is
for men and women in the fire
service to receive mental health
support. the state of Utah
legislature recently allocated
funding to agencies within the state
for this purpose. through the
efforts of the orem city
management, police chief josh adams,
and the fire chief marc Sanderson,
orem police and fire employees now
have access to stepstone connect, an
eap (employee assistance provider)
that specializes in counseling for
members of public safety sectors.
stepstone connect, llc is staffed
with certified professionals who
have a background in military,
police, and fire services, giving them
an increased ability to understand
and meet the specific needs of our
employees who have experienced
trauma and the various challenges
within this line of work.  

spouses of the fire service
being a firefighter is a demanding service that
takes a toll on its professionals. unfortunately,
the stresses and burdens of the service don’t end
with the firefighter, but impact spouses and family
members as well. being in a relationship with a
firefighter can be challenging on the relationship,
or it can be incredibly rewarding and fulfilling.
utah offers a spouse support class where spouses
can learn about:

all relationships require work, and firefighter
relationships require a unique understanding of
each other to be successful. these classes are
available through the utah fire & rescue academy,
and are often available in conjunction with winter
fire school held each january. 

the unique stresses of a firefighter relationship
identifying common behaviors of a fire service
member
identifying behaviors that are cause for alarm
strategies to make the relationship successful
how to support a firefighter in their career.



Summer Employee Party

department events
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lights On! Orem

international 
firefighter day

2022 
department

award 
banquet

engine 31 push in ceremony
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oremfestunited way - Day of Caring

fire safety night



 employee recognition
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New Hires
Rachel Thomas - April
Jase Andersen - April

Jason Garn - May
Scott Beardall - May
Connor DeCocq - May
Dylan Burgal - June
Wes Walker - June

Blake Odekirk - July
Scott Ash - August

Scott Slater - August
Trevor Clark - August
Josh Brown - September

Advancements
Taylor Taggart - A-EMT
Josh Wagstaff - A-EMT
Chad Brooks - A-EMT

Zane Lewis - A-EMT
CJ Ward - Paramedic

Carsten Petersen - Paramedic
Brayden Partridge - Master Paramedic

Austin McBride - Master Paramedic
Tim Hope - Master Paramedic

Travis Smith - Engineer
Matthew Empey - Engineer

Blake Jolley - Captain
Jason Garcia - Captain

Trevor McGinty - Captain
Hilary Kline - Fire Service Supervisor
Brandon Byers - Senior Fire Inspector
Brandon Valley - Deputy Fire Marshal

Derek Spencer - Division Chief
Ben Williams - Division Chief
Seth Swenson - Division Chief

Retirements
Deputy Fire Chief Jason Earl - January



ccp mike o. hickman

 department awards
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armed forces service award

firefighter/paramedic
scott d. slater

us marine corps

captain 
blake d. jolley

professional excellence award

firefighter/ccp
mike o. hickman

firefighter/a-emt
chad d. brooks

Letters of Commendation

andrew belnap
camden cook

carsten petersen
connor decocq
dane erickson

gordon livingston
gavin johnson

grant malquist
jared haas

john mcgraw
john savage

josh wagstaff
ryan kimball

steve trejo
steven pearson ii

travis smith
zane lewis

Fire Officer DesignationCitizen Heroism

james cahau

Letters of Commendation

crew c4

Letters of Commendation

crew b4
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meritorious company award

Awarded for meritorious service, where the company, through a
collaborative effort of its members, distinguished themselves by
exhibiting remarkable competence and perseverance through a

dedication of time, effort, thought, and action in a position or role of
importance or worth.

Captain Cameron Monahan Captain Josh Lee Captain Blake Jolley Captain Bryant Boehner CCP Mike Hickman Tiller Operator Ethan Starr

Division Chief 
Derek Spencer

Dep. Fire Marshal 
Brandon Valley

Sr. Fire Inspector 
Brandon Byers

Fire Inspector 
Scott Beardall

 department awards



civilian of the year

engineer bryant s. boehner
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fire officer of the year

This noble award is presented to honor the recipient’s
exceptional and dedicated service, their professional

commitment to the department Mission, Core Values of Integrity,
Honor, Respect, Courage, Bravery, Excellence, Professionalism,
Teamwork, and Brotherhood, and for setting an example that

others may emulate.

captain blake d. jolley

firefighter of the yearchief officer of the year

division chief seth swenson parker swainston

fire service cross

 department awards
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fire chief’s citation
This prestigious award 

is presented by the fire chief 
to an individual who demonstrated 

the highest degree of exellence, professionalism, 
quality, and innovation while developing or implementing 

an innovative program. 

 department awards

ff/paramedic ryan garside kris shields
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citizen heroism

 department awards

medal of courage
Awarded for remarkable acts of heroism

where the recipient distinguished
himself/herself

by courage and fortitude, under an
operational risk to his/her own life or

health. The actions were
performed while directly saving a life,

attempting to save a life, preventing 
further serious injury, or

protecting a population from notable harm.

Awarded to a citizen for acts of heroism, which
preserve the Orem Fire Department’s

Mission, Core Values and 
highest priority of life safety. 

The citizen displayed remarkable courage,
under a risk to his/her own life or health, 

while directly saving a life, 
attempting to save a life, preventing 

further serious injury, or 
protecting a population from notable harm.

kate mendenhall ff/paramedic tim hope
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medal of honor

 department awards

utah state trooper 
carlos rios-redd

Awarded for extraordinary acts of heroism 
where the recipient conspicuously distinguished himself/herself 

by valor and intrepidity, under an imminent and significant risk to his/her own life or
health,  above and beyond the call of duty. 

The actions performed were a clear display of personal bravery, exhibited while
directly saving a human life, or attempting to save a human life.



 special thanks
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we would like to recognize 
the following organizations, businesses, and individuals 

for your continued support of orem fire department:  

Orem City Mayor & Council
Orem City Manager, Brenn Bybee
Orem City Executive Staff
Orem Police Department
Metro Dispatch
Lindon City Management
Vineyard City Management
Timpanogos Regional Hospital
Utah Valley Regional Medical Center
Orem Community Hospital
Provo Fire Department
American Fork Fire Department
Lehi Fire Department
Pleasant Grove Fire Department
Saratoga Springs Fire Department
Utah Fire & Rescue Academy

AirMethods
Canyon Park Tech Center
Chick Fil A
Crumbl
Costco
Dr. Livingstone
Dr. Micah Smith
Jimmy John’s
Little Ceasars
Minky Couture
Paul Davis Restoration
ServPro
Soul Inception
Stepstone Connect



the city of orem fire department
would like to recognize the brave men and women 

both in the state of utah and throughout this great nation 
who serve in the defense and protection 

of life, liberty, and property.

we thank you for your service.


